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Climategate: the “trick”

“I’ve just completed Mike’s Nature 

trick of adding in the real temps to 

each series for the last 20 years (ie 

from 1981 onwards) and from 1961 for 

Keith’s to hide the decline.”

Phil Jones to Ray Bradley (1999)





Trick #1:

Hiding the
good news!
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More extremes?



More extremes?







Trick #2:

cherry picking



Hurricane Miami 1926



Cherry picking





Global disaster losses



Voldemort



Pielke en het IPCC

“I was nominated to participate in the 
SREX report as one of the most published 

and cited authors on disasters and climate 
change. I was not selected and a US 

government colleague told me that an IPCC 

official had told him that “Roger Pielke 
will never participate in the IPCC.” 
Not only did he say that, but it has been 

true.”



Even better news!





Did the IPCC show this?
Yes and no!



Trick #3:
Rewrite history



New hockeystick



IPCC: warming is 
unprecedented

"global surface temperatures 

are more likely than not 

unprecedented in the past 

125,000 years“



Unprecedented?



Melting glaciers



Same area 2000 years ago





Treeline



Javier Vinós:

“…that it is more likely than 
not that the past decade is 
warmer than any century 

during the past 12,000 
years is an untenable claim.”



1984



1984 IPCC Stijl

* Warm is Cold



Trick #4:

Use shorter and shorter
periods to claim an

acceleration of trends.



Acceleration of sea level 
rise? 

A.1.7 Global mean sea level increased by 0.20 

[0.15 to 0.25] m between 1901 and 2018. The 

average rate of sea level rise was 1.3 [0.6 to 2.1] 

mm yr–1 between 1901 and 1971, increasing to 

1.9 [0.8 to 2.9] mm yr–1 between 1971 and 2006, 

and further increasing to 3.7 [3.2 to 4.2] mm yr–1 

between 2006 and 2018 (high confidence). 



Sea level rise accelerating?



Rate of change



IPCC Nasa sea level tool



Ole Humlum: sea level jump?



Ole Humlum: sea level jump?



Trick #5:

Crazy scenarios!

“Who controls the past 

controls the future” 
(Orwell, 1984)



Extreme scenarios



How likely?



How often did IPCC use
different scenarios?



How likely?



Use of coal in 2100

2020 = 151 EJ (exajoules) by 

~6600 kolencentrales 

2100 SSP5-8.5 = 888 EJ (which 

means ~32.000 new coal power 

plants, >1 per day every day 

until 2100) 





Open letter to the IPCC

That the IPCC commissions a team 
with representation from Clintel and 
other independent persons not 
involved in IPCC Leadership to review 
whether the IPCC has fully 
implemented and followed the 
reforms recommended by the 2010 
IAC Review, and whether more 
reforms are needed;



Final conclusion

The IPCC should reform 
or be dismantled



• Soon available as ebook and paperback!

Available as 

e-book and 

paperback!

200 DKK



Please follow us and
support us

Subscribe to our Newsletter at 

clintel.org

Support us at:

https://clintel.org/friends-of-clintel/

https://clintel.org/donate/
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